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Shy Guys are semi-common enemies in Super Paper Mario . They appear in the morning and evening
in Fort Cobalt and on Bomb Mountain, the weather changing depending on what attack is equipped.
If they are equipped with a red attack, they have a maximum attack of 9, while their blue attack is
only 7. Whenever a Shy Guy is hit with one attack or the other, it leaves its clothes behind for Mario

to collect. Once the clothes are collected, Mario receives a colour of that attack. There are three
different Shy Guy stickers (red, green, and blue) that can be collected in Fort Cobalt. In addition, the
Sticker of Chance is hidden in Fort Cobalt after defeating 10 Shy Guys while holding the Item Line.

Shy Guys are semi-common enemies in Super Paper Mario . They appear in the morning and evening
in Fort Cobalt, except on the North Face. If they are hit with a red attack, they have a maximum

attack of 9, while their blue attack is only 7. They can be found holding red attack stickers and their
clothes can be found on the other side. Once the clothes are collected, Mario receives a colour of
that attack. They can also be defeated in battle. When an enemy is defeated, its body falls to the

ground, leaving its clothes behind. The clothes cannot be collected in this way unless Mario stands
on them or uses one of the number of things: Twinklers, a Nap Machine, a Wrist Watch, an Arm

Band, or a Paper Doll. Shy Guy stickers are hidden throughout the town of Fort Cobalt. Shy Guys are
semi-common enemies in Super Paper Mario . They appear in the morning and evening in Fort Cobalt

and on Bomb Mountain, the weather changing depending on what attack is equipped. If they are
equipped with a red attack, they have a maximum attack of 9, while their blue attack is only 7.
Whenever a Shy Guy is hit with one attack or the other, it leaves its clothes behind for Mario to

collect.
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